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Battery Powered Vehicles: Their effect on the electric grid.
Introduction
This paper dos not discuss the desirability of Battery Powered Vehicles (BEVs). Instead,
it focusses on the effect BEVs will have on the electric grid.
The effect of BEVs on the grid should be understood when deciding how quickly BEVs
should become a part of the transportation system.
This paper is organized in five parts:
Part 1: Cost of fast charging system (Not in the original report.)
Part 2: The effect of BEVs on the distribution system, including service to each home
or business.
Part 3: Estimate of how much new power generation will be needed to provide the
power required for charging BEV batteries.
Part 4: A brief discussion of the transmission system.
Part 5: An overview of environmental costs.
Conclusion: Benefits and undesirable consequences of BEVs
Table 1, shows a gradual increase, at a 30% annual rate, in BEVs across the United
States, year by year through 2035 as is being proposed by Congress.

Table I. BEV annual sales with the number of remaining ICE vehicles in 2036.

The total number of BEVs on the road in 2035 is forecast to be 71 million, with 250
million by 2046 as remaining ICEs are scrapped
There are many variables affecting costs as described in each of the following sections,
so the costs associated with each component of the grid are approximations. However,
these estimates establish the huge costs associated with the grid servicing 250 million
BEVs.
Parts, 1 through 5, should be carefully analyzed for a complete understanding of all
potential costs.
In summary, minimum anticipated costs for each section are shown here:
Part 1, Fast charging stations: Cost, $10 to $30 billion.
Part 2, The Distribution system: A minimum of $134.5 billion. (This does not include
the cost of providing garages to accommodate charging stations for BEVs in
major cities if curbside charging is impractical.)
Part 3, For power plants to supply electricity needed for charging BEV batteries,:
•

Using natural gas (NGCC) power plants: $130 billion, or, alternatively,

•

Using wind turbines: $435 billion

•

NREL study results, where generating capacity requirements are about
twice as great as shown in Part 2.

Part 4, For new transmission lines: Total cost is unknown, however the two possible
approaches result in the following costs per transmission line. Multiple lines
will be needed.
•

Short 200 mile line for NGCC power plants: $600 million

•

To bring wind from most suitable locations: $6 billion

Part 5, For environmental costs: Not determinable. Environmental costs are from
mining, transportation of materials, and emissions.
Many of these costs are born by the utility, and are hidden from the usual calculations of
the impact that BEVs have on the utility system.
While there are gaps in this analysis, it provides an overview of the enormity of the task
ahead for the grid to accommodate 250 million BEVs.

Part 1: Fast Charging System
This latest report attempts to establish the cost of building a charging network using fast
chargers.
The previous report deferred to a Wood Mackenzie estimate of 3.2 million stations over
five years, increasing to 10 million in fifteen years. Based on this information it was
estimated that charging stations could cost over $40 billion.
Since then, it’s become clear that fast charging stations would be needed which cost 5
to 15 times more than the charging stations used in the earlier estimate. Fast chargers
allow a vehicle to be charged in 30 minutes, while other chargers can take hours.
Two factors complicate forecasting the number of fast charging stations that would be
needed nationwide if BEVs become the predominant vehicle used by Americans.
1. Home Charging
While ICE vehicles are always refueled at service stations, many BEVs will be
recharged at home with chargers installed in the home.
Homeowners will be spending anywhere from $1,000 to $6,000 for a single
recharging station, depending on the size of their service entrance and incoming
line from the distribution transformer serving the home. A two car family may opt
for two charging stations which would double the cost.
2. City Residents
As established in the section describing the need to replace distribution
transformers, it’s not clear how the owners of BEVs will recharge their vehicles.
Cost Estimate for Fast Charging Stations
There are approximately 125,000 gasoline service stations in the United States,
each with at least eight fueling stations.
Because many BEVs will be charged at home, fast charging locations may only
require four charging stations rather than the eight or more fueling stations in today’s
service station.
Converting the existing 125,000 service stations to fast charging locations with four
charging stations would result in 500,000 fast charging stations. Coincidently, this
was the number presidential candidate Biden forecast in his campaign.
The cost of fast changing stations has been between $20,000 and $60,000, largely
because of the cost of installing the electrical infrastructure needed to provide the
power for recharging batteries.
Using $20,000 as the cost of each charging station, the total cost of building 500,000
stations would be $10 billion. Using $60,000 the cost will be $30 billion.

Part 2: Effect on Distribution System
The distribution system begins when power starts to flow from the transmission or subtransmission system.
It includes substations, distribution lines and distribution transformers, where the
distribution line voltage is typically either 13,000, 7,300 or 4,100 volts.
The accompanying diagram displays the entire electricity supply chain, with the
distribution system in green. (In this diagram the sub-transmission lines are shown as
part of the distribution system.)

At the end of the system is the customer who is served by a distribution transformer
where the distribution voltage is reduced from 13,000 volts, or whichever distribution
voltage has been adopted by the electric utility, to 120/240 volts. Big cities are slightly
different in that they may use network transformers.
It should be noted that there are multiple substations in the distribution system feeding
multiple distribution feeder lines.
Everything in the entire supply chain has limitations as to how much power can be
safely carried.
Part 1 must be divided into three sections.
Section1 covers the suburbs and small towns spread across the country. These areas
are predominantly blanketed by single family homes, with a smattering of apartment
buildings and with commercial and light manufacturing centered in areas zoned for
these activities.
Section 2 covers the big cities where nearly everyone lives in an apartment building and
parks their car on the street. This raises the issue of how to allow these car owners to
charge BEVs at night.
And finally, in section 3, there is a summary of the distribution system, including cost
estimates.

Upper left, Transmission Lines. Upper right, Substation Transformer in enclosure.
Lower left, Pole Mounted Distribution Transformers. Lower right, Pad Mounted
Distribution Transformer.
Section 1: Suburbs and towns across the country.
The distribution system feeding towns and homes across America, relies on distribution
transformers to feed electricity to the many single family homes and small businesses,
and even factories and apartment buildings.
The first step in the distribution system are the substation transformers connected to
sub-transmission lines. Distribution lines radiating from the substation transformers use
distribution transformers to distribute electricity to the end customer, such as single
family homes.
The distribution transformer is the green box sitting in the yard of a home or the blue or
grey can hanging from a utility pole down the street.
When a distribution transformer becomes overloaded and fails, it cuts the electricity to
all the homes being served by the transformer. Condos and apartments have
significantly larger distribution transformers located on the property to supply all the
residences, but they too can fail if overloaded.
Each residential distribution transformer supplies the electricity for around four or five
homes, and is usually a 25, 371/2, 50 KVA or possibly a 100 KVA unit, depending on the
number of homes being served and the electrical load in those homes.
Substation transformers supply distribution transformers and as the load on the
distribution transformers increases, the load on the substation transformers also
increases.

For larger loads, such as businesses or factories and apartment buildings, larger
distribution transformers, rated 167, 250, or 300 KVA, are used, either singly or in
combination. They also often use, comparably rated, three phase units for three phase
installations.
Large factories can use a substation transformer to feed the factory directly.
In residential areas, each distribution transformer typically serves four homes, so it is
the combined load from all four homes that must be carried by the distribution
transformer.
An important issue for all utilities is: How heavily loaded are exiting transformers?
When initially installed, transformers are likely to have been lightly loaded, perhaps to
one-third or one-half of rated capacity.
Typically, homeowners have been adding appliances, such as flat panel TVs, so the
load on the transformers have gradually increased to the point where the charging of a
BEV could cause the transformer to become overloaded and fail.
This is one of the issues facing utilities when only a few BEVs are added to the system.
Which transformer has become loaded to the point that the addition of a BEV will
cause the transformer to fail?
California’s experience with transformers failing during a heat wave, indicates that many
are nearly fully loaded.
The current practice is to allow the unit to fail and then replace it.
It’s a relatively simple matter to replace a small distribution transformer with a larger
unit. There are few weight limitations for pole-type units, and the pads for pad-mounted
units are usually large enough to accommodate up to a 100-KVA pad-mounted
transformer. Even so, it can take several hours to change out units.
It’s assumed that underground cables can cary the additional load, though this may not
be the case.
Initially, the issue for distribution transformers is how many BEVs can be charged before
the unit has to be replaced?
(1) How uniformly will BEVs be added to the fleet of existing ICE vehicles?
(2) Will they be added uniformly across the country, or will they be added more
quickly in certain states?
(3) And within states, will they be added in clusters?
It’s impossible to answer this question because there is a possibility that the sale of
ICEs would be prohibited after 2035. This would force a more uniform growth in BEVs
across the country2
However, California has already mandated that only BEVs can be sold in California after
2035. As a result, California could have more BEVs over the next ten years than
elsewhere in the Country3.
When ICEs can no longer be sold, the cost of installing new or larger distribution
transformers will become very large.
There will also be the cost of replacing substation transformers, or network transformers
in some large cities, if they also become overloaded.

There initially won’t be a major problem with replacing distribution transformers. As
noted above, utilities usually wait until the transformer fails before replacing it.
If BEVs are recharged at night between the hours of 10 pm and 6 am, it’s unlikely the
transformer serving the home will fail. Homes generally have very low loads during
nighttime, off-peak hours.
If homeowners charge BEVs during the day, it could result in the transformer failing.
Initially, it’s assumed that communities and BEV owners will be aware of this potential
problem and limit charging to off peak hours.
Communities and states are experimenting with time of use pricing to encourage
charging during off peak hours, but effectiveness of ToU pricing has been mixed.
As BEV ownership increases, there will be an increasing number of distribution
transformer failures, and communities and utilities will likely initiate a program for
planned replacements, possibly using car registration information to target areas having
concentrated BEV ownership.
Homeowners will probably incur charges for installing fast chargers, though many will
be satisfied with charging that takes all night.
Electrical contractors will be required for installing fast chargers which require 240-volt
charging stations in the home with most such installations requiring additional wiring
from the service entrance, and possibly the need to replace the existing service
entrance.
Eventually, all distribution transformers will probably have to be replaced when BEVs
replace ICEs.
Section 2: Cities
Norway has installed charging units in street parking areas, but America’s big cities
have far larger populations than found in Norway.
Renters in American cities park cars on the street. Is it practical to add charging stations
for every car parked along the street? Vandalism must also be considered.
The easy answer is to prohibit car ownership in the big cities and force people to use
rentals or car services such a Uber.
For an example, there is New York City.
There are around 1.9 million privately owned vehicles in New York City, and most of
them will require public charging.
In Manhattan, there usually are around 9 cars parked on each side of the street in all
but the commercial centers, such as mid-town Manhattan. There are also a few private
garages which could add charging stations.
An alternative to installing charging stations along the streets is to build parking garages
with charging stations. This would be a large task, adding a neighborhood parking
garage to accommodate 100 BEVs every few blocks.
On Manhattan, for example, 50, 100 car parking garages would need to be built on the
West side from 60th to 110th street, with another 100 garages on the East side,

covering the same streets. These 150 garages would only accommodate around onefifth of the BEVs on Manhattan.
Then there are Brooklyn, the Bronx and Queens.
Assuming big cities do not outlaw car ownership, its very likely that big cities in the US
will require huge investments in their car charging locations and distribution systems,
where some cities use network transformers, akin in size to substation transformers,
rather than distribution transformers.
Section 3. Distribution costs and system summary:
Ultimately, nearly all Distribution Transformers (DTs) serving homes and apartments
outside of large cities, will have to be replaced. Many substation transformers, or
network transformers in some big cities, will also have to be replaced.
What follows is not an exact cost estimate. Rather, it demonstrates the cost issues and
provides some guidance as to how costs will be incurred.
There are approximately 100 million single family homes in the United States4. (Around
20% of Americans live in apartments, 77% in single family homes and 3% in undefined
lodging such as boats5.)
With one DT serving an average of four homes, the number of DTs that will have to be
replaced for single family homes is 25 million.
There is the cost of the new transformer, the cost of the utility crew to install the unit,
and the cost of re-inventorying or disposing of the old transformer.
While utility practices vary, the cost of changing out one 50 KVA distribution transformer,
and replacing it with a 75 KVA unit is around $5,000.
Using $5,000 as the basic cost, the cost of replacing 25 million DTs is over $125 billion.
There are approximately 15 million apartment buildings of which approximately 5% are
located outside major cities6.
The cost of replacing these units in local communities will be around $4 billion. This
assumes 2, DTs rated 167 - 350 KVA, or three phase comparably sized units, serving
each apartment building at a cost of $10,000 for each DT replaced.
Charging stations downtown in commercial areas will also require installing new DTs or
replacing existing units. In addition, substation transformers may also have to be
replaced.
Substation transformers, which can easily cost as much as a million dollars, will require
advance planning. If the transformer fails without notice, there could be several days, or
even weeks, before the transformer can be replaced. An emergency spare, perhaps a
mobile unit, might have to be installed temporarily at an additional cost.
Network transformers used in some large cities, are similar to substation transformers in
size, and can also cost as much as a million dollars. Big cites also tend to use
underground vaults for installing transformers, which adds to cost if new or substantially
larger units are required.
There are approximately 55,000 substation transformers in the united States7. (This is
presumed to include network transformers.)

If only 10% become overloaded due to overloaded distribution transformers, the cost
could be $5.5 billion to replace the overloaded substation transformers.
(This probably underestimates the need for replacement transformers in big cities
where either curbside charging or parking garages with charging facilities are
needed.)
Manufacturing these transformers is largely done outside the US, so there could be
substantial delays if there is insufficient planning before failures occur.
In summary, here are the elements of the distribution system that must be upgraded to
accommodate 250 million BEVs by 2046.
•

Distribution transformers serving single family homes, $125 billion.

•

Distribution transformers serving apartment and commercial buildings, $4 billion.

•

Substation transformers that are overloaded as DTs are upgraded, $5.5 billion.

•

Network, substation and DTs in big cities included above.

While the minimum costs total $134.5 billion, the exact cost cannot be forecast.
In any scenario, the cost will be substantial, and likely hundreds of billions of dollars.

Pole type transformer

Part 3: New Power Generation required for charging 250 million BEVs
Estimating the amount of new power generation required to meet the demand for
charging 250 million BEVs is complicated by at least three factors.
1. Not all BEVs will have the same sized battery.
2. Power consumption by BEVs will vary depending on temperatures, where cold
temperatures will reduce battery efficiency and increase charging requirements.
Heating and air-conditioning loads will also vary.
3. Two car families will probably own an SUV with a large battery, and a smaller
“town car” with a smaller battery.
A gross estimate is possible by assuming that the average BEV battery size is 75 kWh,
while ignoring the differences caused by temperatures. While the final estimate is
only an approximation, it demonstrates the huge impact that 250 million BEVs will
have on the need for more power generation.
•

Current US power consumption is 4,127 billion kWh per year8.

•

An estimate of power consumption for 250 million BEVs, including a 15% penalty
for charging inefficiency, is approximately 900 billion kWh. (An EPA rating of 25
kWh per 100 miles, was used for making this calculation.) (Annual miles traveled
was assumed to be 13,500.)

The added consumption is about 25% of consumption in 2019, i.e., prior to the
COVID lockdowns.
Estimated minimum needed capacity additions
The electricity needed by 250 million BEVs, will require building 163 new 800 MW,
NGCC power plants at a cost of over $130 billion. (Assumes a capacity factor of .85 and
a cost of $1,000 per KW.)
Alternatively, it will cost $435 billion, using 58,000, 5 MW wind turbines, plus
comparable storage at an additional unknown cost. (Assumes a capacity factor of .38,
and a cost of $1,500 per KW.)
While nuclear power would be an alternative, the high cost of building nuclear power
plants in the US, at around $6,500 per KW, would make this an uneconomic choice at
this time.
NGCC power plants at a cost of $130 billion, are the least costly and most
efficient way to provide the needed power for BEVs.

NGCC Power Plant

NGCC plants are very efficient with efficiencies as high a 63%. In this picture, two gas
turbines drive generators to produce electricity, while the exhaust from the gas turbines
enters a heat recovery boiler to generate steam that then drives a steam turbine
generator.

The alternative are wind installations, such as this one with 2 MW turbines. Newer
installations can use 5 MW units.
There are two additional studies that need to be mentioned as they shed
additional information on the subject.
PNNL Study
An earlier study by the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory(PNNL), said that
roughly 60% of existing ICEs could be replaced by the existing grid if all BEVs were
charged at night during off-peak hours. However, this assumed using all the
available unused capacity which is physically impossible. In addition, based on
the PNNL study, if some BEVs were charged during the day the grid would be
overloaded. There have been newer studies, but they have been piecemeal with
some including trucks, etc.
NREL 2021 Electrification Futures Study (EFS)
NREL has published a study where generating capacity is around 100% greater
than in 2019 to accommodate 186 million light-duty vehicles, which is only 74% of
the 250 million vehicles estimated to be in service in this report.(9)
The NREL study compares two scenarios, Medium and a High, against a base case
scenario.
The Medium Electrification scenario has 186 million BEVs (light-duty vehicles) in service
in 2050, while the High Electrification scenario has 240 million BEVs in service in 2050.
However, the High Electrification scenario also includes electric space heating with a
61% share, and water heating with a 53% share, presumably to displace natural gas
which is a GHG. This scenario forecasts more than a doubling of generation
capacity by 2050.

Chart from NREL study: Yellow = Solar; Light Blue = Wind; Dark Blue = Hydro;
Dark Brown = NG Combustion Turbine; Tan = NG Combined Cycle; Grey = Coal;
Purple = Nuclear.
The Medium scenario also includes electric space heating, and water heating, but to a
lesser degree..
While not a perfect comparison with this report, the NREL Medium Electrification
scenario predicts a doubling of generating capacity, from approximately 1100 GW to
approximately 2300 GW in 2050.
The NREL study’s estimated increase in capacity costs cannot be used as a
comparison with this report because the NREL study assumes a far greater use of wind
and solar, with little storage.

Part 4: Additions to transmission system.
The transmission system is already overloaded in many areas of the country.
Obtaining rights of way for new transmission lines has always been difficult with nimby’s
and environmentalists protesting at every turn.
Costs will vary based on the voltage of the transmission line. A 230 KV, double line will
cost around $3 million per mile. A 500 KV double line will cost around $5 million per
mile. Running two 3 phase lines on the same towers is most efficient.
These costs were derived from a MISO transmission line cost estimating brochure and
are only intended to show how high the cost of new transmission lines will be.
It’s impossible to know how many new transmission lines will have to be built.
Using NGCC power plants will result in the least need for long, new transmission lines
as the power plants can be located closer to users.
Wind installations, however, are generally located where the winds are strongest, which
is usually a substantial distance from where the electricity will be used, and will,
therefore, require long transmission lines.
A short, 200 mile 230KV line will likely cost $600 million. A transmission line from
Montana, where the winds are among the best, to the Midwest, will require a 500 KV
line costing over $6 billion.

Two, 230 KV transmission lines, each with two, 3 phase lines

Part 5: Overview of environmental costs.
The largest environmental costs will be from the mining of key materials, such as
Lithium, Cobalt and Nickel, and then the disposal of LiIon batteries.
A recent report from the Manhattan Institute provides sobering, but realistic estimates of
the raw materials that must be mined for green machines, and, specifically for BEVs10.
It stated:
“No energy system, in short, is actually “renewable,” since all machines require the
continual mining and processing of millions of tons of primary materials and the
disposal of hardware that inevitably wears out. Compared with hydrocarbons, green
machines entail, on average, a 10-fold increase in the quantities of materials
extracted and processed to produce the same amount of energy.”
“For example, a single electric car battery weighing 1,000 pounds requires
extracting and processing some 500,000 pounds of materials. Averaged over a
battery’s life, each mile of driving an electric car “consumes” five pounds of earth.
Using an internal combustion engine consumes about 0.2 pounds of liquids per
mile.”
Using their estimates, 250 million BEVs will require mining 62.5 billion tons of materials
to build the initial battery for each BEV.
It will then require disposing 125 million tons of waste materials for each initial battery
used.
If these materials are mined in the United States, there will be fewer CO2 emissions
resulting from transportation.
At present, most of these materials are mined in foreign countries and carry a heavy
penalty for CO2 and other emissions for transporting the materials to the United States.
This is a strategic issue as much as an environmental issue.
The United States is not the only country demanding a shift to BEVs. There’s Europe
and China to name two large drivers of BEV use.
Quoting the article Five Reasons Why Internal Combustion Engines Are Here to Stay,
by Robert Bryce:
“Herrington and his colleagues looked at the U.K.’s climate goals and the
requirement that all its vehicles be converted to electricity by 2050. Doing so, they
found, would require the entire world’s production of neodymium, three quarters of
the world’s lithium production, and at least half of the world’s copper production
during 2018. And remember, that’s just for the U.K.!”
The US has nearly 9 times the number of vehicles as the UK. Clearly the demand for
materials will be extreme.
Demand for key materials, Lithium, Cobalt and Nickel, could easily force the price of
these materials to increase, which would increase the price of BEVs.
And someone must pay for the disposal of batteries.
Recycling of hazardous materials is not an easy solution. Only 20% of metal waste is
currently being recycled worldwide. Countries such as China have refused to accept ewaste for recycling11.

Conclusion
While BEVs have benefits in terms of efficiency and lower emissions from the vehicle,
there are very large costs to facilitate the grid to accommodate 250 million BEVs, and
emissions are not eliminated, merely centralized at where the power is generated to
supply the needed electricity for charging batteries.
This conclusion was validated by Toyota President Akio Toyoda who said:
“The infrastructure needed to support a fleet consisting entirely of EVs would cost
Japan between ¥14 trillion and ¥37 trillion, the equivalent of $135 billion to $358
billion.” (WSJ, December 12, 2020)
Generating capacity might have to double, according to the NREL study.
There are also significant environmental consequences from mining the materials to
manufacture, and then dispose of BEV batteries.
There are also significant national security issues associated with relying solely on
BEVs. They are described in the book, Net-Zero Carbon.
The cost of equipping the electric grid to accommodate 250 million BEVs is huge.
Donn Dears
April, 2022

Notes:
1. Wood Mackenzie Charging station cost estimate from WSJ October 19, 2020
2. Merkley’s House Bill
3. Governor Newsom’s declaration may be unconstitutional, however states can
probably add extremely high license fees for ICE vehicles which could have the
same effect. In addition, such fees would also keep people from buying ICEs in
neighboring states.
4. Housing units https://www.infoplease.com/us/census/housing-statistics
5. Percentage of apartment units https://www.quora.com/What-percentageothe-American-population-lives-apartments-and-what-percent-in-houses
6. ditto
7. Number of substation transformers https://foreignpolicy.com/2016/07/31/the-threatto-americas-electrical-grid-is-much-bigger-than-you-can-possibly-imagine-cyberwarsquirrels-rodents-hackers/
8. From EIA https://www.eia.gov/tools/faqs/faq.php?id=427&t=3
9. NREL Study https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy21osti/72330.pdf
10. Mine and Materials, https://www.manhattan-institute.org/mines-minerals-and-greenenergy-reality-check
11. ditto

